Case Study for School Erp
Introduction:
ERP Software for Schools to manage Student records, Fees Collection, Transportation Management, Financial Accounting, and Examination with CCE Grading System, Library Management, and Birthday Reminders & More.
 E-Campus software handles fees Management system so intelligently and easily. As a result there are no long queues for fees payment leaving behind a great impression in the parents mind.
E-Campus Software does not save only your valuable time but helps in development and growth of your esteemed organization.
Challenges: 
Client Initial Requirements:  Before starting any development project one must clearly know what the client’s requirements are. Unfortunately sometimes what the client wants is not what the client needs. It is the job of the system analyst to identify all requirements. 
Keep Track of Project Timelines: Software Development is all about tasks, milestones and the duration of each one. The problems lies in keeping up with the hours allocated for each task. The project manager has to communicate with the developers if the change requests can be done and if it will affect the delivery time or the logic of the system.
Planning and Scheduling: ERP project deployments fail because organizational committees underestimate the extent of the work involved and produce project plans that have impractical timelines and leave little to no margin for error. Unknown delays can cause havoc in projects and missed milestones.
Testing: Deploying new Erp software solution without formal testing almost guarantees failure right from the start. Incompatible applications, broken links, permission errors, and security vulnerabilities can all cause major issues with an ERP project.

How to Resolve Them: 
Our system analyst collect the client requirement and make proper SRS documentation for it and explained to the development team prior of starting the project.  
For this we work with project management solution where our project manager and developers keep it updated daily with time logs and with the ability to issue time tracking reports.
	Finding a solution to this issue is not easy for us, but it’s done. By setting critical milestones that must be met and allowing plenty of time for error, we can not only mitigate delays caused by unforeseen situations but also deliver projects on time and early virtually every time.
Unit and integration testing can help ensure a successful ERP solution deployment. Unit testing is the first iteration of a test and consists of testing single sub processes and transactions in a stand-alone method to ensure that the system is achieving all requirements as designed.

Conclusion: Our development team faced many challenges to development of this complex module. After it our developer team members and seniors efforts accomplishes this project. There were many issues that occurred when we developing this software with major challenges. I learned and got experience, enhancement more in my technical skills. It’s really cumbersome to handle all activities of Students as well as Employees. Here comes School ERP Software that will ease the process of each and every aspect of a School, is it Admission, Transport, Examination (CCE Enabled Comprehensively), Library, Robust Time Table, HR & Payroll etc.     
 



















